Our purpose here is to prove certain stability theorems for the system of Volterra equations
Let N be a set of "initial functions", Uo(t), contained in C[to, + oo) and 1. ] any n-vector norm. As in [2] we make the following definition. The system (P) (or, perhaps more exactly, the null solution of (P) corresponding to Uo(t ) = O) is called strongly stable on N if to each ~ > 0 there corresponds a ~ = 8(e) > 0 (independent of a > to) such that any solution u(t) of (P) for Uo(t ) ~ N satisfying [u(t*)l _< 8 for some t* ~ (t,,, tM) necessarily exists and satisfies lu(t)l -< ~ for all t _> to. In considering (P) we will find that a related, but weaker, concept of stability becomes important: (P) is called ultimately strongly stable on N if there exists a constant a* > t o such that to each ~ > 0 there corresponds a 8 = 8(e) > 0 for which any solution u(t) of (P) with u o ~ N and a > a* satisfying ]u(t*)] _< 8 for some t*E (tin, tM) necessarily exists and satisfies ]u(t)l _< ~ for all t > a*. Note that the two stabilities are equivalent if and only if a* = t o. Below (Remark 2) we will give an example of a (linear) system which is ultimately strongly stable but not strongly stable on E 1 (Euclidean space). It is clear, however, that a strongly stable system is ultimately strongly stable.
We will also consider two other types of "strong" stabilities as introduced in [2] . Let N have a norm I[ " IIN. As in [4] equation (P) is stable on N if to ~ > 0 there exists a 8 = 8(a, E) > 0 such that II Uo IIN -< ~ implies u(t) exists and satisfies lu(t)l -, for all t _> to. We say that (P) is adjointly stable on Nifit is stable on N and, in addition, to any ~ > 0 and t > t o there corresponds a 3 = 8(t, ~) > 0 such that [luoll~ < 8 implies lu(t)l < ~ for all a > t o. Finally, (P) is uniformly adjointly stable on N if to each E > 0 there exists a 8 = 8(~) > 0 (independent of a > to) such that IluollN -< 8 implies u(t) exists and satisfies [u(t) [ _< E for all t >_ to.
Strong stability clearly implies uniform adjoint stability whereas the converse is false [2] . Also it is clear that uniform adjoint stability implies adjoint stability; the converse, however, remains an open question (but is conjectured to be false). Inasmuch as ultimate strong stability says nothing about (P) for a _> a*, it, in general, neither implies nor is implied by adjoint or uniform adjoint stability.
Our goal is to find what stability properties of (L) will imply a given stability property of (P) when the perturbation term f satisfies the following (DiniHukuhara type) condition: where y* = St+o °° y(t) dt < + ~, y(t) = ~,x(t)+S~o y2(t, s) ds.
If f is independent of t, then (H) is a well-known condition in the stability theory of ordinary differential equations [3] . In [4] the condition (H) is used to study the uniform and asymptotic stability of (P). Before stating and proving our first theorem, we make a few observations concerning the strong stability of (L) on a linear space N. Define R = { Uo(to):
Moreover, L is one-to-one; for suppose that Uo(to) = u~(to) for Uo, u~' ~ N, Uo(t ) ~ u~(t). Then, denoting the solution of (L) by v(t; a, Uo), we have by the linearity of (L) that v(t; a, Uo-U~) = v(t; a, Uo)-V(t; a, u~) and hence V(to; a, u o-u*) = 0. But the strong stability of (L) on N and the fact that u0-u~' ~ N then imply that v(t; a, u o-u~') = 0 for all t >_ t o because of the non-oscillatory property of strongly stable systems (see [2] ). This in turn implies Uo(t) =-u~(t), a contradiction. Thus, we have the interesting fact that N can be put into oneto-one correspondence with a linear subspace of E ". (Consequently, if E n ~ N it follows that E" = N so that E n is in this sense a maximal linear space on which (L) can be strongly stable.) For t, a > to, define the linear map
Using again the non-oscillatory property of (L), we can show that P(t, a) is invertible for all t, a >_ to. 
(t; a, Uo) = e(t, a) [uo] = e(t, a)P-l(s, a)P(s, a)[Uo] = P(t, a)P-l(s, a)
[v(s; a, Uo)] for all t, s, a > to and u o e N. Referring to the definition of strong stability we find that it is equivalent to the uniform continuity (in t, s, a > to) of the linear operator P(t, a)P-i(s, a). Thus, there exists a constant K > 0 independent of t, a, and s such that 
IP(t, a)P-l(s, a) [r][ < KIr I for t, s, a > t o and r e R(s, a).
This bound is a slight generalization of the characterization of strong stability of (L) on N = E" as proved in [2] since in this special case P(t, a) =-U(t, a).
THEOREM 1. Suppose that f satisfies (H), that (L) is uniformly adjointly stable on E", and that (L) is strongly stable on some linear space N. Then (a) (P)
is ultimately strongly stable on N and(b) there exists a constant Yo, 0 < 7'0 < + oo, such that if y* < 7"0 then (P) is strongly stable on N.
Remarks. (1) If N = E n then because strong stability implies uniform adjoint stability for (L), the assumption in Theorem 1 that (L) is uniformly adjointly stable on E" is superfluous.
(2) The conclusions (a) and (b) of the theorem offer a trade-off between the smallness of 7'* and the strength of the resulting strong stability of (P). In general, under the hypotheses of the theorem, one cannot conclude the fullfledged strong stability of (P) on N unless 7'* is in fact small enough, as in part (b). This is illustrated by the following scalar example (n = 1). Define K(t, s) = 0, t and s > to = 0, for which (L) is surely strongly stable on N = E 1 
S2~_q t) dt + S~ ~ t t o t'~, SoPt(, s) ds dt < + ~ and hence f indeed satisfies (H) so that
all the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Equation (P), however, is not strongly stable on E ~. This can be seen by letting Uo(t) = 1 and a = 0, for which (P) has the solution u(t) = cos t for 0 _< t _< ~r which, because u(~r/2) = 0, implies (P) is not non-oscillatory on E ~ and hence not strongly stable on E I.
The system (P) is, as asserted by the theorem, ultimately strongly stable on E 1 however. One can simply take a* = 27r and note that for t, a > a* the equation (P) reduces to the trivial (and strongly stable) equation u(t) = Uo e E 1. (3) If N = E 1 and both K and f are independent of t, then (L) and (P) are equivalent to a system of ordinary differential equations and its perturbation. Theorem 1 represents an extension of a theorem on strong stability of Coppel [3, p. 66 ] to the .more general case of Volterra integral equations, but does not, strictly speaking, offer a generalization of this theorem in that for differential equations the assumption that y* must be small is not needed for the strong stability of (P). Coppel's theorem is included, however, in Theorem 2 below, which deals with uniform adjoint stability on (P).
Proof of Theorem 1. Fundamental to our method is the following representation formula for the solution of (P):
which is valid on (t m, tM) for all a > to and Uo(t) e C[to, + oo) (see [4]). By (1), we know that Iv(t)[ < K[v(t*)l for all t, t* > t o and all a > t o, Uo(t ) ~ N. Also, the assumed uniform adjoint stability of (L) on E n implies the existence of a constant L > 0 (independent of t, s > to) for which [U(t, s)[ <_ L, t and s > to ([2], Theorem 4). (We use the usual matrix norm: [U] = suPl,l= 1 [Url. ) Choose a* > t o so large that Ya* exp (y.,) < (LK)-1, Ya* = S$~°Y(S) ds.
Let a > a*. From (R), with t replaced by t*, we have (using (H)) for all t* e [a, tM), I**)1 -< J** f ÷ f:" ÷ y: lu( )l ds
(2) -< lu(t*)l + L f~* 9,(s)p(s) ds where p(t) = supra, o lu(s)l • Also from (R) for t e [a, tM) we have lu(t)l -< K Iv(t*)l + L f'o y(s)p(s) ds,
or, taking the supremum over [a, t],
< p(t) < K Iv(t*)l + Z f' 7(s)p(s) ds.

This inequality is valid for t, t* e [a, tM) and hence, using Gronwall's theorem, we find 0 < p(t) < K' Iv(t*)[ for all t, t* e [a, tM). From (2) follows (3) 0 <_ p(t) < K' []u(t*)l + L f~* ~,(s) p(s) ds] , for all t, t* e [a, tM). The right-hand side of (3) represents a bound on p(t) independent of t which may be used to estimate the integral appearing in (3). This leads to
The integral here may again be bounded by using (3). Repetition of this procedure leads to the estimate
< p(t) < K' [u(t*)l (1 +LyaK'W(LyaK')2-k "'" q-(LyaK')nq -'' "),
which (because a > a* implies 7', < 7',.) implies, by the way in which a* was chosen, that
for all t, t* e [a, tM), where K" = K'/(1 -LT'a.K') is independent of a >_ a*. Inequality (4) can also be shown to be valid for t, t* e (t,~, a] (with possibly a different K", but we let K" in (4) be the larger of the two constants) by reflecting the variable t in (P) through t = a and repeating verbatim the argument above. We omit these details and simply conclude that (4) is valid for all t, t* ~ (tin, tM) and Uo(t)~ N for a constant K" independent of t, t* and a > a*. Now, for E > 0 let 8 = 8(~) = min (r/2K", E/K"). Then if lu(t*)] < 8 for some t* E (tin, tM), it follows from (4) that lu(t)[ _< r/2 < r for all t ~ (tin, tM). But, as mentioned above, either u(t) exists for all t >_ a* or [u(t)[ --~ r as t ~ tm or t ~ t M. Consequently, if ]u(t*)[ _< 8 for some t*~ (t~, tM), then u(t) exists for all t _> a* (i.e., t M = + ~ and tm= a*) and inequality (4) is valid for all t >_ a* and Uo(t ) ~ N. Thus, by the way 8 was chosen, if [u(t*)[ _< 8 for some t* _> a*, then [u(t)[ < E for all t > a* ; that is, (P) is ultimately strongly stable on N and part (a) is proved.
Clearly if 7'* exp (7'*) < (LK)-1 then we can take a* = t o above. This proves (b) and completes the proof of the theorem.
We now turn to consider adjoint and uniform adjoint stability for (P). As can be seen in Theorem 2 and its proof below, it is not difficult to establish that uniform adjoint stability is preserved from (L) to (P) under condition (H). As it is well known, both in the theory of differential equations and integral equations [4] , that, with enough uniformity in a, stability is preserved under perturbation, this result is not surprising. Since uniformity in a to some extent is also necessary for the preservation of stability, it is not clear to what extent, if any, adjoint stability will be preserved under perturbation, especially in view of the fact that the relationships amongst uniform, adjoint, and uniform adjoint stabilities are not all known [2] . Nonetheless, we can offer a theorem for the adjoint stability of (P) at least when (P) is known already to be stable (Theorem 3).
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f satisfies (H) and that (L) is uniformly adjointly stable on E". Then the uniform ad]oint stability of (L) on any set N implies the uniform adjoint stability of (e) on N.
We call a set Na cone if Uo(t) E Nimplies kuo(t) ~ N for all constants k.
THEOREM 3. Suppose that f satisfes (H) but with the condition ~,* -~ + oo replaced by the assumption that ~,(t) is integrable on every fnite subinterval oJ [to, + oo). Suppose also that (L) is uniformly adjointly stable on E". If N is a cone on which (L) is adjointly stable and (P) is stable, then (P) is adjointly stable on N.
Proof of Theorem 2. By assumption, to each E > 0 there corresponds a 8' = 8'(E) > 0 such that Ilu011N -< 8', u0 ~ N, implies Iv(t)] _< ~ for all t >_ to.
Given E > 0, choose 8 = 8(~) = min (8'(E exp (-L~*)), 8'((1/2) r exp (-Ly*))) > 0. Here L > 0 is a constant such that [U(t, s)] _< L for all t, s >_ to, which exists by virtue of the assumed uniform adjoint stability of (L) on E" [2] . For t e [a, tM) we have from (R) the estimate has been applied to the resulting inequality for p(t), leads to lu(t)l -< p(t) < r/2 < r for t e [a, tM). Once again, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the continuability property of solutions to (P) implies that u(t) exists for all t > a. As in the proof of Theorem 1, a reflection of t through a and a repetition of the above argument shows that u(t) exists for all t > t o and hence that (5) is valid for all t _> t 0. Knowing this, we see that IluollN -< 8 implies, inasmuch as 8 < 8'
ft a 9)(s) p(s) ds
for t _ a. This leads again to lu(t)[ < p(t) < E for t > a. Once again a reflection of t through a and a repeated argument as above yields lu(t)l _<, for all t > t o, u o e N, and hence (P) is uniformly adjointly stable on N. This proves Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. The adjoint stability of (L) on E" implies ]U(t, s)l < L(s) for t >_ to and IU(t, s)l _< L(t) for s > to for some function L(-) > 0 [2] . Denoting the solution of (L) by v(t; a, Uo), we find from the adjoint stability of (L) on the cone N that for fixed t > t o and each E > 0 there exists a 8' = 8'(t, E) 
(t) = %/8'(t, Co).
Since (P) is assumed to be stable on N, we only need to show that for each t > to and E > 0 there exists a 8 = 8(t, ~) > 0 such that tlu o IIN -< 8, Uo e N, implies lu(t)l <_ ~ for all a > to. To this end, set 8 = 8(t, E) = E/M'(t), where 
M'(t) = M(t) exp (I~o B(s) ds), B(s) = ~x(s)M(s)+Isto ~z(s, r)M(r) dr, M(s) =
It is not difficult to see that 8'(t, E) > 0 may always be taken as continuous in its arguments and hence that K(t) is continuous in t > t o. Inasmuch as L(t) is constructed in the same manner as K(t) (see [2] , or take N = E" above), it can also be taken as continuous in t _> to. This, together with the hypothesis on f in Theorem 3, ensures the existence of M'(t) > 0 (and hence 8) for each t _> to.
J.M. CtJSI-nNG
From (R) we find, for t _> a, that: All theorems above presuppose knowledge of the stability properties of the linear system (L). With respect to this problem we point out the results and techniques presented in [5] and [6] .
In(t)[ < K(t) IlUo][•+ L(t) ft (yl(s) [u(s)[
